MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY ROHTAK
UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY
APPLICATION FORM FOR ADMISSION IN B. Tech. 1st Sem. & LEET

1. Name of Candidate: ________________________________
2. Father’s Name: ________________________________
3. Mother’s Name: ________________________________
4. Date of Birth: _______/_______/_______  Sex- M/F [ ]
5. JEE/LEET Roll No.: ____________________________JEE/LEET Rank: ____________________________
6. Category (AI/HOGC/SC/SBC/BC/EBP /PH/FF/ESM/TFW):- ____________________________
7. Qualifying Exam 10+2: _______/_______ Parentage of Marks: _______%
   (With PCM (Marks obtained)
8. Correspondence Address: ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
9. Phone/Mobile No. ________________________________, ______________________________
10. Counseling Fee Rs. 500/- (Non-Refundable) Fee Details:
    University Receipt No. ____________________________ Date: _____/_____/_______
    OR
    Demand Draft No. _________ Date: ____/___/_______ Name of the Bank _______

Certified that the above particulars are correct to the best of my knowledge and nothing has been concealed therein.

D.A. Attested copies of Entrance test rank card, 10th & 10+2th Mark sheet.
Dated: .......................  (Signature of the Candidate)

REMARKS OF THE ADMISSION COMMITTEE:
Admitted provisionally/rejected
__________________________  ____________________________  ____________________________  ____________________________
(Signatures of the Admission Committee)